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Glossary of Terms
ALCOHOL-RELATED CRASH - Either a driver, bicyclist or pedestrian is listed on a police or coroner report as drinking alcohol before the crash.
ALCOHOL-RELATED FATALITY - A person who
died within 30 days as a result of a traffic crash involving alcohol.
ALCOHOL CONCENTRATION (AC) TEST - A test to
determine the level of alcohol in a person’s bloodstream. In Wisconsin, the limit of .08 equals an alcohol level of .8 part per thousand.
COLLISION CRASH - A motor vehicle crash other
than an overturning incident in which the first harmful
event is a collision of a road vehicle in transport with
another motor vehicle, other property, or pedestrians.
CRASH - An occurrence that originates or terminates
on a traffic way, that involves at least one motor vehicle in transport and results in injury or death to any
person, or damage to any property. This includes acts
by the operators of motor vehicles that contribute to
the cause of a crash regardless of physical contact
and, for the purpose of ch. 344, WI Stats, (Safety Responsibility Program), includes intentional acts.
CRASH RATE - The number of crashes per 100 million vehicle miles traveled.
CRASH SEVERITY
Fatal Crash - A motor vehicle traffic crash in
which one or more persons were killed.
Injury Crash - A motor vehicle traffic crash involving one or more persons who were physically
harmed or who complained of physical harm but
were not killed.
Property Damage Crash - A motor vehicle traffic
crash involving property damage and no injury or
death.
CRASH TYPE -The category that best describes the
general type of collision which was the first harmful
event, that is, the first occurrence of injury or damage.

FATALITY RATE - The number of persons killed per
100 million vehicle miles traveled.
FIRE-RELATED CRASH - Combustion, explosion or
burning of a unit related to a motor vehicle crash
regardless of whether a collision occurs.
FIRST HARMFUL EVENT - The first occurrence of
injury or property damage in a motor vehicle crash.
HAZARDOUS MATERIAL SPILLAGE - A load
spilled from a cargo-carrying vehicle that is considered dangerous or involves risk.
INJURY SEVERITY
Fatal Injury (K Injury) - An injury received in a
traffic crash that results in death within thirty (30)
days of the crash.
Incapacitating Injury ( A Injury) - An injury,
other than fatal, that prevents walking, driving, or
performing other activities that were performed
before the crash.
Nonincapacitating Injury (B Injury) - An injury,
other than fatal or incapacitating, that is evident
at the scene. Evidence includes known symptoms.
Possible Injury (C Injury) - Any injury that is not
evident at the scene but that is claimed by the
individual or suspected by the law enforcement
officer.
INTERSECTION - An area that contains a crossing
or connection of two or more roadways not classified
as driveway access and within the prolongation of
the lateral curb lines. If no curb exists, it is the area
within the extension of the lateral boundary lines of
the roadway of two joined traffic ways.
INTERSECTION-RELATED - A crash resulting from
an activity, behavior, or traffic control that affects a
unit’s movement in relation to an intersection,
whether or not the point of origin or first harmful
event occurred within the intersection.

DRIVER/OPERATOR - The occupant of a vehicle who
is in actual physical control of a vehicle in transit or, for
an out-of-control vehicle, the occupant who was in
control before control was lost.
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MOTOR VEHICLE - A self-propelled vehicle, including
trailers and semitrailers designed for use with such
vehicles. This does not include farm tractors, implements of husbandry, road machinery, well drillers or
snowmobiles which are classified as equipment. (See
UNIT TYPE.)
MOTOR VEHICLE IN TRANSPORT - A motor vehicle
in operation (i.e. not parked).
MOTOR VEHICLE IN TRANSPORT IN OTHER
ROADWAY - A collision of a vehicle with another vehicle after crossing a separation area between two
parallel roadways (e.g. vehicle left freeway and hit
another vehicle on a frontage road).
NON-COLLISION CRASH - Any motor vehicle crash
other than a collision crash, including explosion of any
part of the motor vehicle, fire starting in the motor vehicle, overturning, immersion, vehicle struck by a flying object, etc.
OCCUPANT - Any person who is in or upon a vehicle,
including the driver, passenger, and persons riding on
the outside of the vehicle.
PASSENGER - Any occupant of a vehicle who is not
the driver.
POINT OF ORIGIN - The location point where a crash
begins from an activity affecting a unit’s movement.
REPORTABLE CRASH - A crash resulting in injury or
death of any person, any damage to governmentowned non-vehicle property to an apparent extent of
$200 or more, or total damage to property owned by
any one person to an apparent extent of $1,000 or
more. (This definition went into effect 1/1/96. See
page 2.)
ROLE - The function of the person at the time of the
crash, such as: driver, owner, passenger, injured
property owner, bicyclist, or pedestrian.
RURAL CRASH - A crash that occurred in an unincorporated area or in an incorporated area with a population under 5,000.
SPEED-RELATED CRASH - A crash where at least
one driver involved in the crash received a citation for
speeding, or was listed on the accident report as
"exceeding speed limit" or “speed too fast/conditions.”
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TRAFFIC WAY - Premises open to the public as a
matter of right or custom for use of their motor vehicles whether the premises are publicly or privately
owned.
UNIT TYPE - A way of identifying a road vehicle or a
pedestrian involved in a crash. There are seven general categories of unit type:
Auto - Passenger car, police car, ambulance,
etc.
Truck - Utility truck, straight truck, fire truck, truck
tractor (not attached, semi attached, double bottom), motor home, etc.
Motorcycle - Motorcycle, moped, motor scooter,
etc.
Bus - School bus, passenger bus, etc.
Equipment - Farm tractor and other selfpropelled farm equipment, other working machines (e.g., forklift, grader, end loader, etc.), railroad train, snow plow, snowmobile, all-terrain
vehicle, and miscellaneous.
Bicycle - Every non-motorized device propelled
by the feet acting upon the pedals including unicycles, bicycles, tricycles, etc.
Pedestrian - Any person afoot (or using assistive
devices). This includes someone getting on or off
a vehicle.
URBAN CRASH - A crash that occurred within the
limits of an incorporated area having a population of
5,000 or more.
VEHICLE MILES - The estimated total number of
annual miles traveled by motor vehicles on Wisconsin
highways and roadways.
VEHICLE TYPE - A way of further classifying a unit
type by vehicle use and registration.
WORK ZONE - The area between the first advance
warning sign and the point beyond the utility or construction work area where traffic is no longer affected.
WORK ZONE-RELATED - A crash that results from
an activity, behavior, or traffic control related to a
work zone but not necessarily within it.
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A traffic crash is not an accident.
Buckle up and drive safely.
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